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APOLLO installed an Absolute Calibra'on
System (ACS) in 2016 based on an 80 MHz
10 ps laser locked to a cesium standard
(CQG 34, 245008).
In 2018, visi'ng
instrumenta'on from WeOzell validated
calibra'on ﬁber delivery at the few-ps level.

(FN, NJ, JC, TM, RR, IS, JB)

Numerically integra'ng the Einstein Infeld
Hoﬀmann (EIH) Eq. of mo'on, we explore
the imprints of physical inﬂuences on the
lunar orbit. A least-squares ﬁt removes
distrac'ng changes to ini'al condi'ons,
leaving an irreducible physics signal, Δr(t).
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Observed-minus-calculated (O–C) residuals
for APOLLO tend to exceed es'mated data
uncertain'es by factors of ten or more, for
all models. Formal parameter uncertain'es
therefore tend to be unrealis'cally small.
Scaling factors are necessary. Here, we
systema'cally scale errors based on two
diﬀerent bootstrap resampling methods.
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This resampled set effectively re-weights the NPs,
while preserving any data systematics
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Can be thought of as a different realization of
conditions, making some observations better
(more weight), and eliminating others (as if cloudy)
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Varia'ons are well under 1 mm (6.7 ps).
Diﬀeren'al use of the ACS means we only
care about varia'ons over 5–10 minute
periods. We did ﬁnd a thermal dependence
of the absolute ACS pulse 'mes, which we
then were able to suppress, as seen below.
32 ps/C imprint
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Full EIH run: Ampl = 0.10 m; Phase = 11.1°

Summing individual irreducible series of a–l
or β/γ/Rel matches the full EIH integra'on.
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At left is the real dataset, seen as model residuals
Two different bootstrap methods create alternate
“realities” based on plausible resampling of the real
data; illustrated above and below this nominal case
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The EIH package can be run as a whole, as
individual pieces (a–l), or decomposed into
β, γ, or ‘rela'vis'c’ (β=γ=0) terms. The table
shows example synodic (29.53 d) signals.
Example Table of 29.53 d
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Resampled residuals, with replacement

This resampled set keeps all observation times
and data weights (error bars), but shifts the
measurement in a manner consistent with the
overall distribution of residuals (randomly)
Can be thought of as scrambling data systematics,
while preserving data cadence and quality

A mul'tude of such “fake,” but plausible,
data sets can be generated and used to
es'mate parameters in the model. The
resul'ng distribu'ons of parameter
es'mates suggest realis'c uncertain'es.
µformal =
381291.345265 km
σformal = 0.16 mm
µbootstrap =
381291.345264 km

<8 ps/C imprint

σbootstrap = 7.22 mm
σ ra'o = 45.3

Example spectra of ΔrSEP(t) and Δre+i(t);
where e+i represents gravitomagne'sm.

µformal =
381291.345265 km
σformal = 0.16 mm
µbootstrap =
381291.345267 km
σbootstrap = 6.02 mm

The ACS 8x clock mul'plier was thermally
suscep'ble. BeOer temperature regula'on
and insula'on keeps driv below millimeter
scales in relevant 5 minute intervals.

σ ra'o = 37.8

Few-millimeter uncertain'es are more likely
realis'c than the 0.16 mm formal error.

